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The problem of extending a space-time through a boundary point motivates the 
study of space-times where the metric is not necessarily twice differentiable. In 
order to correct the differentiability classes used in the author’s previous work, it is 
shown, first. that unique timelike geodesics exist provided only that the Riemann 
tensor and the first derivatives of the metric are bounded; and, secondly. that a 
space-time can be extended subject to Holder continuity of the Riemann tensor. 
Also discussed are the possible reductions that might be made in the level of dif- 
ferentiability. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 
The differentiability of space-time is normally stipulated on the basis of 
mathematical convenience; and for most problems there is no loss in taking 
it to be C”. The exceptions to this mainly involve the study of fluids and 
singularities. 
Discontinuities in the Riemann tensor are certainly required for the study 
of finite fluid configurations, while the presence of shock waves (or impulse 
waves) may involve distributional Riemann tensors. Both these can be 
handled conveniently by “piecewise” differentiability conditions which. 
thanks to the work of Lichnerowicz and others, are now quite well 
understood. 
If we define an (essential) singularity as one that cannot be removed by an 
extension of the space-time, then whether or not a space-time is (essentially) 
singular depends on the differentiability of the allowed extensions. If we 
impose no differentiability ‘conditions at all, then few space-times will be 
counted as singular (e.g., the Friedmann metrics are extensible if we allow 
arbitrary discontinuous extensions). On the other hand, imposing too high 
differentiability requirements would rule out some physically acceptable 
piecewise-smooth fluid solutions. 
For the study of singularities. piecewise conditions turn out to be imprac- 
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tical. since they effectively imply that a space-time can only be extended if. 
in some vague sense, it has a smooth boundary; and there seems no 
convenient way of making this precise. Thus, here, we shall concentrate on 
conditions of the (?-type, without piecewise modifications. We shall require 
also that R”,,.,, (and hence the Einstein tensor) should somehow be definable 
(see 1.4). 
In a previous paper [2] I argued that the appropriate level was defined by 
requiring a bounded’ Riemann tensor, claiming that 
(i) the methods of differential geometry were still applicable: and 
(ii) under certain conditions, singularities were associated with an 
unbounded Riemann tensor. 
If true, this would be fairly satisfactory, although not perfect because 
impulse waves. whose Riemann tensor is not bounded. would on this 
approach have to be regarded as singular. 
Further investigation has now shown that neither (i) nor (ii) was, in fact, 
proven. The present paper is divided into three parts: Part I (1.2-4.3) 
verifying the main aspect of (i) by showing explicitly how geodesics can be 
constructed with only a bounded Riemann tensor, and proving the 
uniqueness of time-like geodesics; Part II (5.1-8.4) establishing a weaker 
form of (ii) (stated in 8.4) using Holder conditions (i.e., generalised Lipschitz 
conditions); and Part III discussing the problem of finding a suitable 
differentiability class lower than those used in the previous parts. 
1.2. General Notatiotl 
Tensors. etc., considered as geometrical objects, will be denoted by italic 
letters (g, R, etc.). Their components relative to a coordinate basis will be 
indicated by greek suffixes, relative to a specified frame-field by Latin 
suffixes. The array of components (of either kind) considered as column- 
vector, matrix, etc.. will be denoted by boldface letters (g. R. etc.). g always 
denotes the array of the g,,. The signature of Lorentz metrics is (-. +. 
f. . ..). 
Single moduli (]R ], etc.) will be used to denote Euclidean or mapping- 
norms of arrays (we shall not always be precise as to which of any of the 
equivalent norms on a finite-dimensional vector space is to be used). Double 
moduli (]]f]]‘. etc.) are used to denote norms on function space defined in $2 
and 5.2. 
Multi-indices are used fleetingly in 5.2 and extensively in 8.1: the 
definitions are given at the start of 5 8. 
’ Throughout “bounded” usually means “locally bounded,” l.c.. the function is a represen- 
tative of an element of L;C,,. 
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Purely analytical results are proved in IR”: results whose main interest is 
for relatively are proved in IE” or in a (4.dimensional) space-time. 
The end (or omission) of a proof is signalled by El. and the end of the 
proof of a lemma in the middle of another proof by A. 
PART I 
1.3 Definition 
Throughout this part we shall use the following differentiability class: 
A space-time (M. .&,g) (where M is a 4-dimensional Hausdorff 
paracompact manifold, c?/“a C’- atlas and g a Lorentz metric) is said to be 
of class F”- if, in each chart of -M’, 
(i) gut, and g”” are locally bounded and integrable, 
(ii) g,,, has weak derivatives ]8] Wg,,.a, that are locally bounded. 
(iii) There exist locally-bounded functions R’,.,, such that 
I’R’ uo,(-y) 4(x) d4x = (-“r’,.,&, + Wr“L,O$,J d4x 
(where WF’aD = 4 guu(-ugn4,0 + Wgno.b + ‘VgoB.a)) for all C” functions $ 
with compact support. 
1.4 Remarks 
Condition (ii) is stronger than necessary in order that R“,,,,, should be 
defined as a distribution. The weakest possible conditions are (i) combined 
with 
(ii’) wgrc,.,p exists as an L, function. 
Condition (iii) seems to be the weakest condition under which “pointwise” 
differential geometry is possible, in the sense that, if the Riemann tensor is 
not a bounded function, then all operations have to be formulated in terms of 
integrals over regions of space-time (see 9 9). 
It is not known whether or not the conjunction of (i)-(iii) is equivalent to 
(i), (ii)‘, and (iii) (i.e., whether or not this last set implies (ii)). Condition (ii) 
is certainly required in order to establish 2.1, which is an essential tool. 
It is clear that if g,, is C2-,-with g”” bounded, then conditions (i)-(iii) are 
satsified. Unfortunately, it is not known whether or not the converse is the 
case (the alleged proof in [3] being invalid). 
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2. A property of smoothed metrics 
The following proposition, which depends on 1.3(ii), is central for all 
constructions in F’O- space-times. To state it we introduce the notation. for 
functions defined on a domain of Ip4 containing R, 
lif II0 I> := sup If( 
x E 0 
Ilf lIpA := (.I,, If(x d’x) ’ “. 
2.1 Proposition 
Let Q’ c R4 be a connected open set, and (a’, g) a Fop space-time for 
which 
Choose a sequence of C” functions x,,: IpJ + 10, co) such that 
diam(support x,,) < B, /n, ll~,J”,w < Bzn”. IIX,rllI.~l-J = 1. 
Set 
and let R’“‘aqyS be the Riemann tensor of g’“‘. where g’“’ is defined on a 
domain f2’“’ = ( 4’: B,,j,,(y) c Ll}. 
Then there is a constant K, depending only on the Ai and B;, such that 
IIR ‘“‘“By6 IIon, < K, IIR In)a by6 - -c3ydlll.R + 0 (n+co) 
for every compact Q c R’. 
Proof: We separate the terms in R that are linear in r from those that 
are quadratic, writing 
R=RLfRQ 
R La /3)$ : = f ‘p(-&&y + gs6./3Y + g!%J,k4 - &J.m). 
Consider first the convergence of R ‘n’Q. We note that if functions h, k, h’“‘, 
k”” (n = 0, I,...) are uniformly bounded in n and have h(“’ + h. k’“’ -+ k in 
L,(n), then h(“‘k(“’ + hk in 15.,(a); because 
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(Ih(“‘k(“’ - hkl(,,, = ( 1 hcn)(x)l 1 k’“‘(x) - k(x)1 d-y 
.R 
+ .I; I &)I I h’“‘(x) - WI dx 
G Ilh’“’ /Im.n IW” -kll,., + II% Ah’“’ - 4ll.n + 0. 
But six?!,,- “gab., in L,(R) [81 and hence in L,(Q) since Ilfll,.n < (vol L?)’ ’ 
ll$2~ while II Wgpo,rlls.R <A, and hence I( grb).rllcr.R -C A?. Thus 
g (ill a4,y gPo*T + Wga4.y”&o.T 
P’P wg 
in L ,&I). And similarly g’“‘uL’g”“5qg)tn:~ )‘git., + 
n4,yWgl)0,T in L ,@I), thus establishing 
R (n)Qa 
4ys + R Qa13Ys in L,(O). 
The linear part of the Riemann tensor is given by 
R(n)h 
4ys =g cn’atScn’ * [ g,(RPay6 - RQP,,,}], 
where SC”’ * is the smoothing operator: 
(S’“’ *f)(x) = )‘x’“‘( 4’ - x)f( y) day. 
All of RPBys, RQPBls, and g, are bounded, and so St”’ * 1 g,( RPDyd - 
RQP,,,}] tends to the unsmoothed quantity in L,(n). By the argument given 
earlier, this shows that 
R fn’LU 
DYb + R La4ys in L,(Q). 
We now find a uniform bound for R’“). Note that R’“)Qag./6 can 
immediately be bounded in terms of A 2 and A 3. Thus it remains to estimate 
g ‘“‘?g::!.,,(x> = 1. g.‘“( .Y) “g,,.,,(y) x,.,(x --c’) d’) 
+ ) ( g’n)-io (x) - g%4) wg,,..,(dx,.,(-~ -v) dJ? 
= 1, + II 1 say. 
Sums of terms like the first of these integrals make up the first integral of 
(‘R”,ysx,, which is bounded in terms of A,. The second of the above 
integrals, I,, is bounded by 
II W&IJo II u!J)wY4 -s-%9)11; Ilx& -Y)lli 
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(where 8, is the charateristic function of supp(x,)). NOW 
11 e,( y)( g’nyx) - g.y y))ll; < Ile,( y)( .pyx) - g’“‘-‘“( y))ll; 
+ II e,(Y)( g ‘ny y) - gy y))II; 
< n-‘f(4) 118,(Y)ll2 < cfkh): 
and 
Ilx,.,(x-v>lK GGn3. 
Thus I, <A 3Bzf(A3) and bounds are obtained as required. Cl 
3. Jacobi Fields 
In what follows g will be smooth (Coo), with the understanding that the 
results are to be applied to the smoothed metric g(“’ of the previous section, 
and the limit n + co then taken. The following results are of widespread use 
in general relativity, and so will be given in slightly more generality than is 
required for immediate use. 
Unless otherwise stated, boldface letter R, X, etc., denote the components, 
in a frame parallely propagated along the geodesic under consideration, of 
the corresponding tensors or vectors R, X, etc. 1x1 denotes the Euclidean 
norm. 
3.1 Proposition 
Let Y be a Jacobi field on a geodesic y: [0, a) -+ it4 (a < co) with a chosen 
parallely propagated frame. Let 
r(s) := sup{ (R(X, Y)Z I: X, Y, Z E T,&‘M), 
IXl=IYI=lZl= 1) 
and let f(s) be any function with f(s) > r(s). Set k = l$l. Suppose that y is 
the solution of 
d2y/ds2 = ktf(s)y (1) 
subject to y(0) = IY(O)l = y,, j(O) = Ii’(O)1 = y, ; and that 7 is the solution of 
d2jils2 = -k*f (s) y (4 
subject to y(O) = yO, 
~(o)=-$Yo/ 1 =Y,, say. 
s=o 
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Then 
I Y(s) - Y(O) - si’m ,< I Y(S) - I Y(O)1 - s I W)l I 
for all s E 10, a): (3) 
and 
/Y(s)1 >JG) for all s E 10, a) (4) 
such that ( .V(S’) > 0 for all s’ E (0, s)}. 
Proof of (3). Let yE be the solution of (1) subject to J),(O) = IY(O)l + E, 
g&O) = I i’(O)/, where E > 0. Thus t E (0. a], where 
t := sup(s: s E [0, a] and 0 <s’ <s 3 am > IY(s’)/}. 
We shall show that t = a. For, if we take s E [0, r) then we have from 
Jacobi’s equation and (1) 
IY(s) - Y(0) - s+(o)1 -I’ fy” + s.v, + E 
< (‘s ds’ 1-I k2f(S”)(lY(S”)l - y(s”)) ds” < 0 (5) 
.O -0 
whence IY(s)l < j’,(s) - E for all s E [0, t). But if we had t < a then, by 
continuity, this would imply lY(t’)l <)l,(t’) for some t’. I < t’ < a. 
contradicting the definition of t. Thus f = a and so (5) is valid for all 
s E [0, a). (3) now follows from (5) on letting E + 0. 
Proof of (4). Put z(s) = IY(s)l. We consider two cases. 
Case (a). If i(0) > 0, let ??, be the solution of (2) subject to 
F&J = X(E)( 1 - E), J$&) = i(&)( 1 - 2E). 
where 1 > E > 0 and is such that z(E’) > 0, i(e’) > 0 for all 0 < E’ < E. 
Case (b). If i(0) < 0 (and so z(0) > 0 unless we have a trivial zero 
solution) then let 4’, be the solution of (2) subject to 
OVA = Z(E)( 1 - 2E), JQE) = Z(&)( 1 - E), 
where E is as before except that ,?(a’) < 0. 
Both cases. Define (for admissible s) 
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Then U(E) > 0, and hence t E (E, a], where 
I = sup(s: s E [E, a] and E <s’ ,< s * u(s’) > O}. 
As before. we show that t = a. For 
(where . denotes the Euclidean inner product), i.e., 
d2z/ds’ > -k’f(s)z from Jacobi’s equation. Hence, in any interval where 
?;, # 0, we can compute 
Applying this to the interval [E, r) gives. on dividing by u (> 0), 
klnir>-2$lnp,: 
whence, integrating up from E and exponentiating 
u > B/>$ (6) 
If we had f < a, we could obtain from this a contradiction, as before, unless 
!5, = 0. Thus (6) holds in any interval [e, b ] in which b < a and YE(s) # 0 for 
all s E [E. b]. In such an interval, inserting the definition of u in (6) 
and so 
(4) now follows on letting E + 0. 0 
3.2 Corollaq 
For T(S) < r,,, constant, (3) gives 
I*(O)1 (2s - [sinh(&sk)/&k]) + /Y(O)1 (2 - cosh(&sk)) 
< I WI < I *WI IsiWfisk)lfik] + l Y(O)1 COW&Sk). 0 
3.3 Corollaq 
If r(s) < rO, constant, and IY(O)l = 0, then (4) gives 
I WI > I WI IWJr,sk)ldG I for 0 < s < n/fik. 0 
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4. Geodesics 
We first prove a Proposition (4.1) on the existence of normal coordinate 
neighbourhoods for C2 metrics. The only original point in 4.1 is the fact that 
the size of the neighbourhood depends only on the size of the Riemann 
tensor, not on gaB,yS, directly. This Lemma will then be applied to the 
smoothed metrics gcn) to prove existence of geodesics in g (4.2). Finally (4.3) 
the uniqueness of timelike geodesics will be proved. 
4.1 Proposition 
Let U be a coordinate patch, with coordinates x: CT+ RJ with x(U) 
containing a ball of radius a and centre at the origin. Let g be a C2 metric on 
U with components g,, and havmg a connectton roDy for which II- 1 < J, 
/g/G G, and 1 g-’ I< G (where these are the mapping norms of the arrays of 
components regarded as multilinear mappings over IR’), IRI < r’; then there 
is a constant p, depending only on G, J, a, and r’, such that within /x I < p 
every point is joined to the origin by a unique geodesic. 
Proof: We use a, p,... for coordinate components and i, j,... for 
components relative to a tetrad (T4} = E propagated out from the origin on 
some geodesic y, where y(s) has coordinates x(s). Set 
k = IWd~l,=,I, K(s) = max(lEl, IE-‘I), 
where E-lDi are the components of the dual basis. 
Chose the tetrad so that f”(O) = aai. 
LEMMA 1. K < (1 - 3JkG2s)-I,“‘. 
Proof 
while 
so 
gij(O) 
I I 2 <K(s)kG’ 
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i.e., 
$ IE ,<JkG2K(s)‘. 
Also 
I I 2 E < JkG2K(s)“. 
Hence (since K > 1) 
$ < JkG’K(s)“. 
Integrating, with K(0) = 1, from 0 upward, 
f(1 -K-3)<JkG2s 
which proves the lemma. A 
LEMMA 2. rfs < (JkG’)-’ min(b, G-*), then s < (2 * 44/k) ix(s)l. 
ProoJ: 
> ks - 1.’ 
-0 
> ks - 1 ) JK(s”)~ k2G4 ds” ds’ (from (1)) 
-0 -0 
(1) 
.s .S’ 
= ks - Jk’G” ) 1 (1 - 3JkG3s”) -2’3ds” ds’ (from Lemma 1) 
.o -0 
> ks - 0.59Jk2G4s2, (2) 
provided that 
3JkG’s < f. 
But the conditions of the lemma ensure that this is satisfied and that 
Jk2G4s < k. Inserting this in (2) gives the result. A 
Proof of 4.1. (continued). 
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Set 
p = min(0.8 1 r’ - I”, 0.068JP’, 0.41J-‘G-J, a) 
and for a given geodesic with initial tangent X E T,,(U) let 
s,~=sup(s:s’~s~~x(s’)~ <p}. 
Then the conditions of Lemma 2 are satisfied in [0, s,], for, if ks, > (JG*)-’ 
min(d, G-*) 3 8, say, then we should have an s, < sX with ks, = 8, and so 
p > IX($)1 2 kS,/2.44 > 0.418, 
a contradiction. 
We finally have to show that exp: (X E T,(U) s, > 1 } --) B,(O) is bijective. 
To show surjectivity, suppose that it is not and choose 
Y E W,(O)\expF: sx > 1 I)\W,(O)>. 
Then we can find a sequence (X,)r=, with sxn > 1 and exp X, --t y. Since 
exp(X: sx > 1 } = V is open (because of the nonvanishing of the Jacobian 
proved below), y CZ V. It follows that (X,) tends to a limit X with exp X = y, 
and the geodesic with initial tangent vector X is tangent, at some point 
before y, to a(B,(O)). But this is impossible, by Lemma 2. 
To show injectivity, it suffices to show that the Jacobian of the 
exponential map is nonvanishing, which is equivalent to the nonvanishing of 
the Jacobi fields representing neighbouring geodesics. Now. since Lemma 2 
is satisfied we have 
ks < 2.44 Ix(s)1 < 2.44 x 0.81r’-“’ < (~l(1.26)~) r’-“2 (3) 
and also 
K< (1 - 3JG* x 2.44 x 0.068.P’G-‘)-‘~3 < 1.26 (4) 
from Lemma 1. Thus, using a parallely propagated frame to measure the 
Riemann tensor, 
r < r’( 1.26)J 
so that (3) becomes 
ks < mm’/*. 
Hence from 3.3, no Jacobi field with I*(O)1 # 0 can vanish in this region. q 
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4.2 Theorem (Existence) 
Let. H be of class Foe, x: U-+ IR’ a coordinate patch as in 4.1, and g’“’ a 
sequence of smoothed metrics as in 2.1. Then there exists p > 0 and a 
congruence of Lipschitz curves from the origin such that each point in 
B,(O)\{O) lies on exactly one of the curves. and each is a uniform 
accumulation curve of g’“‘-geodesics (as n + co). 
Proof. From 2.1. the Riemann tensors of the g”‘) can be bounded 
uniformly in n; and it is clear that gb;“,’ and g:‘., (and hence ,rP’“) are also 
uniformly bounded; thus we can choose a p so that the conclusion of 4.1 
holds for all the g”“. 
Consider now the vector fields X’n’, where X’“‘(x) is the tangent vector to 
the geodesic from ,Y to 0, normalised to jdx/dsl = 1 at the origin 0. Then the 
partial derivatives of Xtn’ are bounded, uniformly in n, on any region 
excluding a coordiate-sphere B, of radius E and centre 0. For 
IX’n’n ,4 I = IX(n’?5 - z-‘“);5X’n)yl < lV$P’n I + P’ IX’y, 
where Y is a Jacobi field on the geodesic from X satisfying 
Y(x) = a/ax5, Y=O at 0, 
and J”” is a bound for Ir(“l. Now 
IV,.X’n’nI < 1.26 IVI.X’n’il 
(transforming from coordinates to tetrads as in Eq. (4)) while 
jV,Ycnl Y’( < Ii’(O)1 + I-‘lR(XY)Xl ds’ 
-0 
IVyX’n’il = 
< 
es sinh fl 
Ii’(O)1 (1 + [ l.2615 t-j”‘) Jo ~ ds’) 
(from 3.2). All the terms in parentheses have been bounded, uniformly in tz: 
moreover Ii’(O)1 can be estimated from 3.3 as 
I W)l< 
p 
I Y(x)l Q 
1.26 &= 
sin(m) sin(m) 
which is again bounded, since s can be bounded below in terms of E. 
Now the Arzela-Ascoli theorem implies that the P’ have at least one 
accumulation field X which is Lipschitz outside B,, for any E, the integral 
curves of which clearly satisfy the theorem. 0 
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4.3 Uniqueness of Timelike Geodesics 
We now show that, for timelike geodesics, the geodesic is independent 
both of the choice of X (i.e., there is essentially only one X) and the choice 
of the sequence of smoothing functions xn. The proof is based on the 
maximality of the length function I( g, y) for a time-like curve 1’ with respect 
to a metric g when y contains no conjugate points (as is ensured by the 
choice of p in 4.1 - see the argument following (3)). 
PROPOSITION (Uniqueness). Let p be as in 4.2 and let 
x E B,(O) n I+ (0). Then there is a unique C”*” curve from x to 0 that 
maximises the distance. (Here I+(O) is the set of points reached from 0 by 
future timelike curves.) 
Proof. Suppose y, and yz are distinct maximal curves, i.e., 
4 g, Y,) = 4 g, Yz). 
Let g OI) be any sequence of metrics as in Q 2. Then as shown in 4.2 there 
exists a subsequence (which, by relabeling, we still regard as indexed by all 
the natural numbers) such that the geodesics yCn’ with respect to gcn’ have an 
accumulation curve yj. 
Now, if 
I( g, yi) < lim I( gcn), $“‘) (i = 1, 2), (4)’ 
then Is, N, such that 
I( g9 Yi) < I( gcn)l 7’“‘) - & for n > N, (E > 0). (5) 
Since Xtn) is uniformly bounded and g”” -+ g uniformly, I( gcn’, 7’““) 
converges as n -+ oo uniformly in m. Thus 
;irr f( g(n), y’“‘) = )rir I( g, y’“‘) 
and so 3N’(>N) such that for n > N’ 
I( g(n), y’“‘) - I( g, y’“‘) < E/2; 
whence, from (5), 
I( g, Yi) < I( g, Y’“‘) - E/2 
contradicting the maximality of yi with respect to g. Thus we must have (4)’ 
false, i.e., 
I( g, ri) >, lim I( g(“‘, y’“‘) (i= 1, 2). (6) 
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Now y3 is distinct from one of y, or yz, say, from yz. So we can chose s,, E’, 
N” such that, for H > N” 
Ip)(S,y - )#fy I > E’, (7) 
where sy’ is defined by /( g”“, ).!I 1 [0, s,(“‘]) = s,. 
We finally derive a contradiction between (7) and (6) (i = 2). working 
with g’“‘. Let PI be the reparametrisation of 1~~ defined by 12 1 = 1. For each 
t let K, be the geodesic from 0 to F*(t). with K, parametrised by proper time, 
so that 
K,(U(t)) = y>(t) 
for some function u(r). We use orthonormal tetrads {,E} propagated from 0 
up, the K, with $ = k,, and let Y = ~*(?/a[) be the Jacobi field. Then 
So (6) will be contradicted if the integral is bounded below, uniformly in H. 
Consider the curve n(t) := K,(s,). From (7) 
as in 9 3. Finally, we note that ]Y(u(r), t)] > A ]Y(s, t)] (where u(r) > s,) using 
3.2 and 3.3 as in the proof of 4.2. while du/df (the relation between distance 
from 0 and coordinate-parametrisation) is bounded above in terms of G”“, 
say Idu/dtl < B, independently of II. 
Thus 
,Y,‘dta~!~‘,Y(~,,1)12dt (b = u - ’ ($‘)) 
A? 
2 ()“lY(s,r)ldi)’ 
B(t,-b) .b 
AzE’2 
’ (l.26G)2 B(t, -b)’ 
from (9). Inserting this in (8) gives the required contradiction to (6). 0 
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4.4 Jacobi Fields in V”- Space-Time 
We conclude this part by showing that Jacobi’s equation remains valid in 
Fop space-times. The proof is only indicated in outline. 
PROPOSITION. Let yp,((s) = y( p’,..., p’, t,s) be a 5-parameter fami& of 
time-like geodesics in a q”- space-time, such that the maps y”: (p, t) + y,,(O) 
and y ’ : (p, t) -+ y& 1) are differentiable, with ( )-‘.’ * ~3/3p~ 1 a = l,.... 4 } linear 
independent for A = 0, 1 and ail p and t. Then y*%/Bt exists as a weak 
derivative and coincides almost everywhere with a solution of Jacobi’s 
equation. 
Proof. We define the geodesics. as in the preceding subsections, as limits 
of geodesics $,“: in the metrics g”” with the endpoints fixed by y” and 7’. Set 
y’n’ = p’*y&, p = ‘PI’ y *B/as. Then Jacobi’s equation in g’“’ gives, in a 
parellelly propagated frame field. 
Y’““(s) = s Y’“‘i( 1) + ( 1 - s) Y’n’i(0) 
+ j; (s - s’)[R(X’“‘, Y’“‘)X’“’ Ii (s’) ds’ 
- s 1.’ (1 - s’)[R(X’“‘, Y”“) X”” ] i (s’) ds’. 
-0 
(1) 
We now regard Y’“’ (for fixed t) as a vector field on a domain V of 
[O, 1] x R4 (s E [O, 11). If 1x1 . IS small compared to 1 R( and the Jacobian 
~cW/C?~’ 1 bounded away from zero, then evaluation of .)‘,. 1 Y’“‘il ds d”x 
shows that the Y’“’ form a Cauchy sequence in L,(V) (using the fact, cf. 2.1, 
that multiplication of bounded functions preserves convergence in L,). Still 
with these restrictions on ( X 1 and the Jacobian, it follows that the limit Y is 
a weak solution of Jacobi’s equation, in the sense that (1) remains valid on 
multiplying by a continuous function, integrating over V, and taking the limit 
as n-+oo. 
But now we note that Jacobi’s equation, in the limiting space-time with an 
assignment of RaByS, can be solved. and the solution must coincide with the 
weak solution Y almost everywhere. 
Using the known convergence of timelike geodesics, this argument can 
now be extended to arbitrary IX 1 by dividing the range of s up into subin- 
tervals and reparameterising on each subinterval to reduce I XI. 0 
Remark. The proposition has application to 3- and 4-parameter families. 
For example, if y,(s), q = (q’, q*, q3) is a 3-parameter family, define 
Y’,,,(S) := Y ‘p’,pw+l~( p4s). 
The proposition may then be applied to y’, 
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PART II 
5. The Problem of Extension 
In this part we shall establish that certain space-times can be extended if 
the Riemann tensor is Holder-continuous. As we shall discuss in the final 
part, it is very likely that this condition can be weakened to one which 
includes the mere boundedness of the Riemann tensor. Until, however, the 
details of this are complete there remains the possibility (however far- 
fetched) that the singularities of general relatively may not be associated 
with unbounded curvature, but only non-Holder continuous curvature. 
It must be borne in mind, throughout the rather lengthy discussions which 
follow. that the distinction between bounded and Holder-continuous. 
seemingly a mere technicality, may be crucial, physically. For example, if, 
on the basis of classical relativity, the Riemann tensor became unbounded in 
physical realistic models, then this would suggest very strongly that a 
modification of the theory was essential to make it compatible with quantum 
phenomena. On the other hand, if the Riemann tensor were merely discon- 
tinuous, then it would be much easier to argue that classical relativity was 
generally valid as a “macroscopic” approximation. 
The basic problem in deciding whether or not a space-time can be 
extended is essentially local, and can be formulated as follows: 
5.1 Problem 
Suppose given a Lorentz metric g in a region (x’ <f(x’, ?5j. x4). 
1 x 1 < a) c E4 (the lower half of the ball of radius a), and having a certain 
differentiability. For what differentiability classes can the metric be extended 
to the whole ball (1x1 < a) with the same differentiability? 
It is known [ 1 1, 12 ] that an extension is possible with a C’-metric, 
provided that the kth derivatives have limiting values satisfying certain fairly 
obvious conditions on {x’ -f = 01. Unfortunately, this condition is quite 
unrealistic for general relativity, for three reasons: 
(a) there is a priori no reason to expect that a chart will exist that 
covers a neighbourhood of a point on the boundary of space-time, even 
though it turns out that once differentiability conditions haue been imposed 
on the metric such a chart can be constructed; 
(b) the differentiability of the metric is a coordinate-dependent 
concept and so must either be replaced by a geometrical condition or 
supplemented by criteria for choosing coordinates; and 
(c) the derivatives of the metric have no physical significance and 
ought to be replaced by physically relevant quantities, such as tidal forces on 
test bodies, energy densities, and so on. 
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In 8.3 we shall show that extension is possible subject to minimal 
conditions (i) and (ii) of 1.2 on the metric, with the Riemann tensor subject 
to a Holder condition expressed in geometrical (coordinate-independent) 
terms. This goes some way towards meeting objections (a)-(c) above. To 
formulate this we make the following definitions. 
5.2 Definitions 
Let X be a metric space with distance function d, and let f be a real- 
valued function defined on a domain containing a connected open set 0 c X. 
Define 
Given a F”- space-time (M, g), define functions Rlik, on the frame bundle 
LM to be the result of formally transforming the function Rnbyb of 1.2 by the 
usual tensor transformation laws. Then a space-time will be said to be of 
class p”-va if it is of class go- ( as e me in 1.2) and, in addition, there is d f d 
a determination of Rij,, such that 
II%ll”n < 00 
for each bounded domain R in LM, metrized by the b-metric. 
We shall require the following further definitions in the case where X = F?” 
with the Euclidean norm 
[fly:= suP LDifl;t~ Ii1 =k [f I”, := zy!k IlDJllk~ 
where the supremum is over all multi-indices i = (i, ,..., i,) with Ii I = x i,. = k 
Ilf IIf? := [fl:a + sup Y lDif(x)l* 
-Tea O<x(k 
If Ilfll”,.” < co we say that f is of class C:O. 
6. Choice of Coordinates 
We now give a specific construction of coordinates in a Fop*a space-time 
for which g,, is of class Cka on each R c M of compact closure. The 
construction will also be such that, when applied to certain globally hyper- 
bolic space-times, one obtains g,, of class C$’ for a non-compact Q’ 
neighbouring a boundary point of the space-time. 
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6.1 Proposition 
Let a Pa-3a space-time have a normal-coordinate neighbourhood 0 (in 
the sense of 4.1) in which 
(i) I]R,“,](“, < K, for all compact Q c 0 
6) II gao,,llk < K,. 
Let x0 E 0 be such that there are four independent past-directed vectors 
{i-l,= 1 ,..., 4) at x0 with exp([O, l]?) c 0. Then there is a neighbourhood 
V of x0 with coordinates z’ for which 
]I g,b,,l]z < B for all compact I2 c V, where A,, A, depend only on the 
matrix Go = ( g(?, $) ] a, b = 1 ,..., 4), and B depends only on Go, K, , and 
4. 
Proof: Throughout we shall denote by C, , C, ,... constants that depend 
only on IIR II and I gaBJ. 
Let Pa = exp@); noting that there exists (from 4.1) a neighbourhood of x0 
in which unique geodesics exist to the points Pa. 
If rf: is the geodesic from P” to x, normalised by 
Y:(o) = P”, YXl)=x 
then define 
z”(x) := (-go,(o), jJo)))“2. 
Given any YE 7’..,M, x, E V, choose a curve K with k(O) = Y and set 
Y;” := Y$r, 3 pys, t) := yyys). 
The Jacobi field generated by the l-parameter family y:” is 
satisfying 
Finally set 
qs, t) := yyys), 
so that g@, 5) = -1. 
409/88/l-19 
F := y*(a/at)l,=, 
F(0) = 0, Y(1) = Y. 
zy := zyx,), i(x,) := (zY)-’ X(1,0) 
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We then calculate 
Yz” = (22:) -‘Y(z”)’ = -(2z7)-‘(d/dt) g(X, X) 
= -(l/z?) g(X, V,X) = -(l/z?) V, g(X, F) 
= -(l/z?) g(X, Q (from (d2/ds2) g(X, F) = 0) 
i.e., 
Yz” = -g(Y, i) or dz” = -g(i, . ). (1) 
The metric is then specified by 
g”h=g-‘(dza,dzb)=g(;,.& (from (1)) 
and its derivatives by 
Ygab = g(V,S, t, + g(i, V,k). (4 
To compute V,?, return to the construction leading to (1) and let indices 
i, j,... label components in a parallely propagated frame {F} along r: coin- 
ciding with (c?/~x~ 1 a = I,..., 4) at x, . Then 
(V,&’ = (l/z”)[(V,X)’ - (Yz”) ii] (3) 
while from Jacobi’s equation (justified by 4.4) 
(v,x)‘l,_, = Y' + 1.' s[R(X, y)x]'ds. 
.o 
(4) 
If za is small enough (i.e., all the ? are small enough) we can use 3.2 and 
3.3 to estimate Iv(s)1 in terms of 11 YIl, IlR 11, and the 1 gaD,j. Inserting such an 
estimate in (4) and using (3) gives 
IV,i?‘I < C,lYl (5) 
and so from (2) 
(6) 
(where (Y 1 is the Euclidean norm of the coordinate components). 
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We can clearly choose ? and V so that &“/~za is bounded; whence, 
taking Y = a/az’ in (6) gives 
I&b.cl GC,. (7) 
We now suppose that Y is a vector field and compute a Holder-type 
estimate for 
KY&d-~,) - (Y&b)(X,)l 
using (2). 
Equations (5) and (6) allow us to estimate Holder constants for g and Z 
in terms of ]] R ]I0 and ]] g ,4,y](o; it remains to find a Holder estimate for V,.Z; 
or equivalently (in view of (3)) for V,X. 
Suppose then that we repeat the construction at a second point x2, 
distinguishing corresponding quantities by subscripts I and 2, so as to write. 
from (4), 
l(VJ)‘, - (Vy~)‘,I,=, < I y’, - Y’zl 
+ ~“s(u,‘,Y,‘-u,:r,j/ds, (8) 
-0 
where U’, is defined by UijZj = [R(X, Z)x] i for any vector Z, and the terms 
in the integrand are evaluated at the points with parameter s on the geodesics 
from Pa to x, and x2, respectively, viz., 
aI := Y:,(s) and a2 := y&(s). 
Now Jacobi’s equation gives for is 
IF,‘- Y,‘I=s(Y,‘- Yj)- s (ds”- j‘ds”) 
( -0 -0 
.s ” 
x .I0 [(Ulij - Uzij) F{ - Uzij(&j - F,‘)] ds’. 
So, taking norms, provided z is small enough to give ] Uz I < 4, 
supIT,-9,]<2 
L 
s]Y,-Y,]+ 
5 ( 
s(ds”-f’ds”) l’I’I(IJ,-U,)%?]ds’ 
-0 -0 -0 I 
=2s]Y,-Y,/ 
+ j‘2[H(s-s’)(s’-s)+s-ss’]](U,-U,)v]ds’. 
-0 
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Inserting this in (8) gives 
IPJ); - (vyms=, < c‘l sup IU, -&I. (9) 
Now (I; depends on Rubya, T”, and X”. The first is supposed to satisfy a 
Holder condition. To find a Holder estimate for the other terms, introduce a 
curve 
n(u)= = XI0 + U(XZa - x,O) 
and set E = yl;(“, for the associated family of geodesics from p” to A(U). Let 
P= ?*a/& be the associated Jacobi field. Then the points a, = y:,(s) and 
a2 = yzZ(s) are related by 
Again chasing x small compared to ]]R]]’ and ]] gall,y]]o we can use 3.2 and 
3.3 to obtain an estimate of P and hence an estimate of the form 
laf-dI<sC,Ix,-x,1. (10) 
An argument parallel to that of 4.4 shows that the vectors f are gaverned by 
E . V$ = 7. V$],=, - 1” g(+ R(X, ?)F) ds’ 
i J J ‘I 
leading to 
I~~-~~I~c,Ix,-x*l. (11) 
Combining this with (lo), (6), and X = zbi gives 
IU,ij-U*ijl~K*C,Ix,-xx,l, (12) 
where K, = [RaBr81n. 
Inserting this in (9) then gives the required estimate for V,X, and hence, 
via (3) and (4), for[ ga4,?ln. Cl 
6.2 Proposition 
Suppose that the construction in 6.1 can be carried out, and that for each 
x E I’ there is a horizontal lift of each yz into a bounded open set v c LM in 
which (in the notation of 5.2) 
11 RijkJ; = K < 00. 
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Let Z0 E t with z&, = x0. Then there are constants C, , Cz depending only 
on gab(x,,) and G,, and C, depending on G,, gab(xO), and K such that 
for all 0 of the form rcfi, where fi c v and each point in d can be connected 
to ziO by a curve in 8n K’ V of length less than C,. 
Proof (Outline). This is a precise repetition of 6.1, except that the 
estimate in v allows us to estimate Riik, directly without recourse to Rfibti. 
The restriction imposed by the constant C, ensures that 1 9i du (see the 
discussion following (9) of 6.1) remains small enough to keep gab and g,, 
bounded in terms of gab(O) and G,. 0 
7. The (Inverse) Poincare’ Lemma 
It is well known that if ap-form o satisfies do = 0, then locally w  = d#. It 
also known that in many cases q$ can be taken to have higher differentiability 
than w  [7]. We shall need to use extensively the operator taking o to 4, and 
so we give here a self-contained presentation of the result (7.2) needed, which 
does not previously seem to have been given in this form. We begin with the 
general properties of operators of the type under consideration, under rather 
weaker conditions than used in, say, [S] (on which the proof of 7.1 is 
modelled). 
We revert to italic letters x, z, etc., for points in R”. 
1.1 Lemma 
Let 0: P” x R”\d -MD,, be a matrix-valued function defined and C’ 
everywhere on R” x R” except the diagonal A, and satisfying 
Let V(X) := jn 0(x, Z) 4(z) d z, where Q is a domain of diameter less than R, 
and 4: R” -+ Rq is of class C”, and let R’ be a subdomain such that 
. d(f2’33R) > R,, I 
4x) <z 
-aa Ix -X’I=-l 
(Vx’ E 0’). 
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Then II is differentiable and IjuIj’$ <K11$11”, with K a function of Ai, Bi, 
Ri, and C. [Here D”,,, denotes 3*/3x” ax”, and so on.] 
Proof. Let q(t) be a C” function with 0 < r,r < 1. 0 < n’ < 2, n(t) = 0 for 
t<l,andn(t)=lfort>2.For&>OdefineR=(x-zjand 
Then 
u, := [ f3(x, z) 4(z) ij(R/c) dz. 
-0 
D, v, = I’ D”,(@) 9(z) dz 
-n 
= 1’ P”,@M(4 - $(x)) dz + I’ D”, (&I)\ dz 9(x> 
-R -a 
= 1 (D”,(&l)Mz) - O(x)) dz + [ i VP’“, + D:)e - D;UW\ dz d(x) 
R *R 
(since (Dz + D:)q = 0) 
D, u, = ( (0; @ rl(dz) - O(x)) dz + 1 Wx, v)(O(z) - $(x)) dz 
-n -0 
+ 1. (0; + Of,)0 dz g(x) + 1. (q - l)(D; + D;,)e dz 4(x) 
-R -0 
- 1. e ds, @(X) (for 2~ < d(x, al’)). 
.a0 
Letting E -+ 0, the second and fourth integrals tend to zero, giving (since the 
convergence is uniform on compact subsets) 
D”, u = 1’ (0; 0)($(z) - g(x)) dz + 1. (Dx, + D;)f3 dz $(x) 
-n -R 
- 1’ e ds, 4~x1. (1) 
. ao 
We now estimate the Holder norm of DX,u. To begin with 
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where 
Then we have (putting B, = B,,-,,((x +X)/2)) for I/x -2x(1 <R, 
0;: v(X) - D”, v(x) = t zj, 
j=L 
where 
1, = Ian (KG z) - e(x, z)) ds, d(x) 
1, = jn e(f, z) 4,W) -W>) 
1, = I’ 0; 0(x, z)Mx) - 4(z)) dz 
‘BS 
Z4 = )_ DJ 19(f, z)@(z) - q&C)) dz 
‘86 
I6 = !;,B, (0; e(x, z) - D;<% x))(W) - $@)I dz 
I, = 1 (0; f&if, z) + D; 0(x, z)) dz($(X) - 4(x)) 
-R 
I,= (_ [(D;8(f,z)+D;O(f,z))-(D;8(x,z)+D;8(x,z))]dz#(x). 
-0 
Now 
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where S”-’ is the area of the unit (n - 1)-sphere. 
for some 2 between x and X. 
<A,S”-’ II#(l” 2”+‘+” Ix-21” 
1171 q, l,-“:ln-l dz Ix - Tl” llqill” <B, S”-‘R, /1#11” Ix-Xl” 
lZ,l= j;j;df [{D;D;O(x+r(x-x),z)}(X--x)~’ 
+ {D:D;B(x+ f(X-x),z)}(X-xx)“] dz II#II” 
< 1” dt 1’ [(D”, + D:)(D ; + Df) 19(x + t(x - x), z)] (X - x)” dz 
-0 -R 
DZ Dx,+D;)e(x+t(X-x),z)](X-x)“dx ( /l@ll”, 
where 
B; = B,(x + t(f - x)) 
II,1 < ~~~~~” IX-xl jB,S”‘R,+ /i’dt [ 
0 -aLI; 
dS;(D~+D;)B(x+r(%x),z)~ 1 
< 11~11” IX-xl {B,R, + B,} S-‘. 
The result then follows. Cl 
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1.2 Theorem 
Let I2 be a domain of diameter less than R and star-shaped from all points 
in a ball of radius ~1, centre at the origin. 
Then there exists an operator I, taking p-forms on Q to (p - I)-forms 
(p = 1, 2,..., n) and satisfying 
(i) dl,#=+Z,d$ 
6) IlL4llk” G C Il#ll”n 
for a constant C (depending on a, p, and R). 
ProoJ Detine 1,(x,) by 
[~o(%w1(Y) = .,,F <L1 i, WY -o t - B, .‘!I [’ ’ ‘4 . ,(xg+f[y-xJ)dt . . p’ 
x ( yu’ - xoui) dx”’ A . . . A dxu’” A &“+’ A . . . A dxun. 
where ~=C,,......,~, ,... updxL(~A . . . A a!?~. It is then well known (e.g., 
[9, pp. 94-951) that 
d~,(xM = 4 - I,(x) d4. 
Now let c be a C” non-negative function on R” with support in a ball of 
radius 1 centred at the origin, satisfying 1 r(x) d”x = 1, and define 
i.e., 
where 
( Y” - z”) t( [ 4’ + u(z - I’) ]/a) du, 
by changing variables to x, u with 
x=y+u(x-y), t = (1 - l/U). 
For a non-zero integrand in f31 we require 
IY + u(x -y)l < 0 
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and hence we can take 
max 1, ( 
M--a 
) 
a+lyl 
lz-Yl <u< Iz-yl . 
We can now verify directly that 19 satisfies the assumptions of 7.1, from 
which the result follows on noting that the domain R of 7.1 can in this case 
be extended to R4. Cl 
8. Extensions 
In 8.1 we use the following multi-index conventions in R”: p, q, r,... denote 
n-tuples of non-negative integers (p, , pz ,..., p,), etc., 
IPI := f Pai 
a=1 
al PI 
Dp := (&y’)Pl . . . (&x”)pn 
P!:=fi,P,!; (z):=fi* (p) 
p < q :=(Va = l,..., n)(p, < 4,) 
We now prove a strengthening to the Holder case of a result due to 
Whitney [ 11, 121. 
8.1 Lemma 
Let S: R”- ’ + IF: satisfy the Lipschitz condition 
I s(x) - s(x’)l < c ( x - x’ / (x,x’ E IF?-‘). 
For x E R”, define (T(X) := x’ - s(x’,..., x”) and let U be the domain 
(x E R”: a(x) < 0). Let J U- R have ]]f]lkg finitely defined for all R c U 
with fi compact in P”. 
Then there exists an extension f: U’ -+ R for a neighbourhood U’ of c’ 
such that 
(i) f(x) = f(x) for x E U, 
(4 Ilf II - “g is finite for all R c U’ with fi compact, 
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(iii) for all r > k and R c U’\U with fi compact, there is a constant 
K’, such that 
g”<“r I(D’fi(x) - (Dpfi(x’)l < K~{o*~-~+~ min(l,d/a*) + 6” 1, 
\ 
where O* := min(la(x)l, 10(x’)/), 6 := /x - ~‘1. 
Proof. Let xIL. for i E N, k E Z”-‘, be the point @(k/i), k/i). For each 
j> 1 define the covering %j= {U’,d:A EN x Zn-‘} by 
Ujk = {x: (1 + i +j/2)-’ < u(x) < (i -j/2)-’ and lx - -xik/ < uj/i}, 
where a = ( 1 + (1 + C) n/4 + A fi}“‘. (Note that capital indices A, B,... 
run over N x Z.-I). 
This has the properties: 
(i) OU U, 05 is a neighbourhood of 0, 
(ii) each x E R” lies in at most N’ of the sets CJ$, for some N’. Let q 
be the function defined in 7.1 and set 
Bik(x) := ~(3 - (i/a) Ix - xikl) q(5 + 2i - (2/a(x))) ff(3 - 2i + (2/u(x))) 
so that 
support = 0:. 0, E 1 in Ui. 
Then define a partition of unity by 9,(x) := 0,(x)/x:, O,(x). It is easily 
verified (on noting the relation between i and u in the definition of 175) that 
I(Dph )@)I ,< Bdx) - ’ ” (1) 
(B depending on n, k. and N’). 
The extension is defined by 
f(x) := X9.4 6) f4 (-4 (.u @ CT), 
A 
where 
f*(x) := s (x - -xA)p (~$)(X,)(l/P). 
IPlGk 
We require 0% and hence Dy4 ; to calculate this we write 
f(x) := A ,T*, ~A(Xu4 (-4 -f,(x)) +./i(x) 
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so that, for Ip 1 > k, 
\‘ \’ p -- ( 1 .A:AzS q<p q (~,~,)(X)~(~,-,f~)(X) - (D,-&)(x)1 
= (D,JK4 - (&fk9) (lpl=k) 
= (D,fW (IPI > k). (2) 
We now proceed to calculate the terms in brackets in (2). For Irl ,< k and 
iEU,x@U 
(D,fA)(x) = “ ” 
ItI<‘;;-Ill Isl<k-lrl-ltl 
But 
(D,+,f)(a) = x (D,+,+,f)(x,~)(~-xA)s(l/s~) 
ISl<k-Irl-ItI- 
+ \‘ 
ISI =GTIl --It1 
(D r+,+sfKw~ - XAY (l/s!) 
for some x’ between f and x A, providing the line joining x^ to x,~ is in U. So 
(D,fA)(-u) = 
,,<~--,,, t !  
2- (x - 4’ [(Dt-J-)(3 
\’ 
Isl=k~;rl-,t 
((0 r+s+tf)G3 - (Dr+s+t f)(X.,)}(-~--.~)S/S!l. (3) 
Now choose .? in U so that the lines joining f to X,, and x8 are both in U, 
and so that 
Subtracting from (3) the corresponding expression for f,, with the same 2, 
gives, on taking moduli 
I(D,f~f,)(.~)-(D~f,)(x>l~~,~~-‘r’+~lflk.n (Irl <k) (4) 
=o (Irl > k), 
where $=max(lx-Xx,1,1x-x,I,Ix,-xx,I). 
Now, the definition of t!J: implies that 
tiA(X) f 0 =z- Ix - XA 1 < 4aa(x) (for a(x) < a) 
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and so if we choose x, such that g,(x) # 0, then for all A with @,,(x) # 0 we 
shall have 
s < 8au(x). 
Using this with (4) in (2) we have 
K2u(X)k-‘p’+m LfT~” 2 I~~,s)(x) - @&mdI (IPI =k) 
2 PpJW (IPI > k). 
(5) 
We now take x, x’ 6G U, with Ix -x’ I= 6. 
Suppose, without loss of generality, that a(x) < 0(x’); i.e., u* = a(x). 
We distinguish two cases. 
(A) a*<& 
Then a(~‘) < S(1 + C) + u(x) < (2 + C)S. 
So we can choose xB and xl, as above, corresponding to x, x’, respectively, 
for which 
lx, -x;ll < K,6 for some K, . (6) 
Thus 
I(Dp.?)(x) - (qJ)(x’)l 
< I(D,Lw - (~pf)Wl 
+ I(~pf)(%) - (~pfw*I + I(~,fw,) - P,J;W)I 
< &[2a *a-lPl+k + p][f]“.” from (5), (6). 
(B) a*>6 
We have 
lP,.M) - (~,fWI < sup IW)( v)l f3 
111 =IPI + I 
o(.v)>o’ 
<K,o 
~a-lpl+k-1~[f]k.n. 
Combining (A) and (B) then gives result (iii), on noting the continuity of 
D, f with D, f for I p I < k. (ii) is then an immediate corollary. El 
8.2 Corollaries 
We first note that the restrictions to a neighbourhood of fl was made only 
in order to simplify the explicit constructions: the proof is easily adapted to 
show the existence of an extension to the whole of R”. 
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Secondly, it is clear that if f is defined on a domain f2 as in 7.2, then ZY2 
is locally of the form of U in 8.1, and so again the result holds for such a 
domain (either by “patching” regions in which 8.1 is applied directly, or by 
simply repeating the proof). 
8.3 An Extension Theorem 
Let R be a domain in R” as in 7.2, and let g be a metric on R such that 
g a4 and g”’ are of class C’$ and RaByd is of class Co;. Then g,, can be 
extended to a neighbourhood of n subject to the same conditions. 
Proof. For each 01. /3 = l..... 4 define a (2)-form 
(2) 
R” 4 := 2 IRLnqyS dxydxs, 
(where we indicate the degree of a differential form by enclosing it in 
brackets above the symbol for the form). 
From its definition 
(2) 
dR;=O 
(2) 
R ; A dx” = 0. 
(1) 
(2) 
Define ‘sQ = (I,‘$;) A dx5 (a (2)form whose components, by, 7.1, are of 
class C’va) and set 
(I) 
y (L5 = r,‘i?; - d((Z,k?“)J 
(also of class Clea), where (I,?“)o d enotes the /3th component of the ( l)- 
(2) 
form I,K”. Then 
d’;); = ‘& (by (1) and 7.1(i)) (3) 
and 
(1) 
= Z,((dl, R ;) A dxb) 
=I,(%; Adx’)=O by (21. (4) 
Now define fFy= ( y z), (of class C ‘+a) satisfying 2I=E,,,, = RLaDrs from (3) 
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and P toy, = 0 from (4). The connection components l-t, also satisfy these 
relations; so, defining 
11) 
x 0” = ‘;‘; - i-&dxy 
we have 
d(j); = 0 (5) 
5;‘; A dx4 =O. (6) 
Now (5) implies the existence of functions u; such that ‘ig = doi = ai,,dxT 
0; E c’-. Substituting into (6) gives 
u;,, dxy A dx4 = 0, 
i.e., there are functions w” of class Czqa with uaB = waqD; in other words 
I-;, = cy - Wa,qy. 
From 8.1, we can extend fiy as C’*a functions and on as C2*n functions, 
thus extending f& to a C ‘a0 symmetric connection having a Co*” curvature. 
There is, however, no guarantee that this connection will be metric: we use 
it to parallely propagate the metric, and then use the resulting metric as the 
required extension. 
Choose an orthonormal frame at the origin, and define a field of frames 
{$T: i = l,..., 4) by parallel propagation along straight coordinate lines; and 
let (A} be the dual (1)-forms. 
Set g = a,L: @ A, where [vii] = [&E)lo] = diag(-1, 1, 1, 1). This is 
clearly an extension of g on Q. i 
For YE T.r(R4) we have 
(V, g), = -2Y”x” 
!I 
.’ sqkcjf=&RD,, ds 1 h @Lb, (7) 
-0 
where the integrand is evaluated at the point with coordinates sx. Moreover 
I 
.I 
V E=Y”xA 
‘i I lk 
SR” ~$,,~” ds E 
I 
(8) 
‘0 
and 
v,cL = -{&vyy ii. (9) 
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Now, in R we have V, g= 0, implying that here the integrand of (7) 
vanishes (as is seen directly from R,ya,lu = 0 for a metric connection). Thus 
if R is defined by a function r: S3 + R ’ as 
then we can replace the lower limit of the integral in (7) by 
z(x/lxl) [xl-’ = e(x). 
Differentiating the result, and noting that Rcol,,,s is continuous and 
vanishes on X2, gives (putting Y = a,) 
All the terms in the first integral are manifestly Holder-continuous; while, 
if the y-derivative in the second integral is expanded, the terms t., and AD,? 
are Holder continuous by virtue of (8) and (9). There remains the term 
i 
1 
s2,% R4 
i ’ 
o.tv,yds = v(x), say. 
-e(x) 
For x, x’ having Ix - x’ I = 6, suppose B(x) < 0(x’), so that 0(x’) < CS/lxl + 
e(x), where C is a Lipschitz constant for 80 (as in 8.1). Then, omitting the 
indices from tensors for brevity, 
3(X) t tct 1)6/1X1 .e(x)+(c+ I)S/lXl 
V(x) - lqx') = 1 s2Eoli ds - 
-e(x) I 
s2(Eo@ ds 
ew 
.I 
+ 
! 
s’[(Ew-E’o’)li +E’w’(66’)]ds, 
ew+(c+ Ikwxl 
where d stands for RBal,v,y, undashed terms are evaluated at sx and dashed 
terms are evaluated at sx’. All these terms can now be estimated by (iii) of 
8.1 (cf. 8.2), in the case where 
f = &, k=l, r=2 
to give the required Holder estimate for V. This establishes the Holder 
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continuity of (V, g)ij,Y from (IO), which in turn establishes that of gabzyd 
(where ; denotes covariant differentiation with respect to Pov. 
But the Riemann tensor for g involves the first derivatives of g (which are 
H-continuous from (10)) and the second derivatives only through the com- 
bination 
gIaI5,YISI = gIaIB;Yl6l + w IIldUl g41P 
+ rp I4[6 gallPI;Yl + P lYI8 gal5l:P + rp lsu3grllLl:nl 
+ rp [a[Y 1-” 4lSl g,o* 
Thus, from the H-continuity of gaDiys we deduce that of the curvature of 
g. 0 
8.4 The Extension of Globally H.vperbolic Space-Times 
THEOREM. Let (M,g) be a globally hyperbolic @‘-*a space-time and 
p E ti a singularity for which 
(i) there is a future-directed causal curve terminating at p, 
(ii) there is a neighborhood v of some point p E LM, with n@) = p. in 
which 
(iii) (M,g) is not D-specialised at p (see [2]), 
Then there is a Co-*” space-time (M’,g’) and an isometryl 4: M-+ M’ for 
which J(p) E M’. 
Proof: This is a matter of using the previous section to supply the 
missing (and incorrect) details in [2]. There it is shown (correctly) that a 
family of non-intersection geodesics can be constructed, one of which 
terminates at p, and which cover a neighbourhood of p. The construction of 
6.1 can then be carried out to yield coordinates in a neighborhood ofp such 
that, by 6.2, g,, are of class CLSu in this neighbourhood. 
The theorem of 8.3 then gives us an extension of this metric, while 
remaining a Co-*” space-time. Finally, as described in [2], the part of this 
extension bounded by the boundary of the original space-time can be used to 
form an extension as required. 0 
Note that the restriction of “causal” in (i) to “timelike” in [2] was, in fact, 
superfluous. 
409 58: 1~20 
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PART III 
9. Discussion 
Result 8.4 shows that “true” Fomqn singularities (i.e., those for which 
there is’ no F”--.Q extension) are associated with Holder-discontinuous 
Riemann tensors, under conditions of global hyperbolicity and lack of 
specialization. It is clearly desirable to strengthen this to deduce an 
unbounded Riemann tensor. 
If we weaken the conditions to go- space-times, then, as we have shown 
in Part I, the geometric part of the construction in [2] can be carried out, up 
to the construction of a C’- metric. This then shows [3] that there is an 
extension in which the metric is Cl-; i.e., under conditions of global hyper- 
bolicity and a slightly stronger lack of specialization, singularities with no 
C’- metric extension have unbounded curvature. 
This is, however, somewhat unsatisfactory for many purposes: the ideal 
would be tofix a differentiability class of Q”- or lower, and then show that, 
unless the conditions on the Riemann tensor appropriate to this class were 
violated, there was an extension of this class. The central role of 7.1, via the 
Poincare lemma, suggests that go- space-times cannot be used in this way: 
there are no results of the same nature as 7.1 for functions that are merely 
bounded. Thus it will be necessary to work with space-times of a lower 
differentiability than go-; i.e., where the Riemann tensor is unbounded. 
The example of shock waves reinforces this conclusion: there are 
physically acceptable space-times with curvatures that are unbounded near 
an internal point, provided that the curvature is locally integrable. 
Two possible candidates for a lower differentiability class present them- 
selves. The first involves noting that singular kernels of the type considered 
in 7.1 map Ck*” functions to Ck+‘.n functions. Thus we could define 
functions to be of class C-l,” if, on convolution with (x - z 1 -“+I, they 
became of class C”. A great many of the results in this paper do, in fact, still 
hold in this class. 
The second choice is suggested by the considerations that, if the curvature 
is unbounded, most of the work will have to involve volume integrals, rather 
than pointwise estimates; and these are most easily handled by Sobolev 
spaces. The use of functions which were Sobolev on space-like surfaces, for 
example, would harmonise well with the conditions required for uniqueness 
of the field equations [6]. Since fractional-order Sobolev classes are closely 
related to integrated Holder-norms [ 1, Theorem 81, this also would be close 
to the approach of this paper. 
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